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The disastrous retreat and near disintegration of Sir John Moores army on the road to Corunna
in 1809 is traditionally regarded as the low point in the history of the British intervention in the
Peninsular War. Yet under the Duke of Wellington, the British and their allies suffered defeats
and retreats that tend to be overshadowed by the series of victories that eventually drove the
French from Portugal and Spain. None of these setbacks was graver than the retreat that
followed the disastrous failure of the siege of Burgos in 1812. It is this, less than glorious, phase
of the Peninsular campaign that is the subject of Carole Divalls latest study of the British army of
the Napoleonic Wars.By reconstructing events in close detail, and by bringing together [many]
primary sources, she gives a vivid account of what happened and why. Wellington himself
recognized the mistakes and miscalculations that led to the potentially catastrophic situation in
which he placed his men. He described it as his worst scrape. Yet most of the letters, journals
and memoirs that have survived praise the skill with which he saved Britain's only army from
disaster. Carole Divall weaves together Wellingtons dispatches with the eyewitness testimony
left by British and Portuguese officers and men, by civilians, and by the French. A fascinating,
multi-layered impression emerges of the siege of Burgos itself and the sequence of maneuvers
that preceded it. She describes in authentic detail the tense decision-making and the
misjudgments that were made on the allied side and the headlong retreat that followed as the
British fled from two French armies that threatened to trap and destroy them.Carole Divalls in-
depth study of a pivotal and neglected episode in the Peninsular War gives a fascinating insight
into the character of the fighting, at every level, and into the strengths and weaknesses of
Wellingtons command.
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Anglo-Portuguese army under the command of Arthur Wellesley, Lord Wellington, marched in
triumph through the streets of Madrid. The conquerors of the border fortresses of Ciudad
Rodrigo and Badajoz, and the victors of Salamanca, had brought the war against the French to



the very heart of Spain. Three months later, that same army under that same commander were
once more on the Portuguese border, where their campaign had started eleven months before.
They had not marched back in triumph. Instead they had slunk away from Salamanca and
dragged themselves back through torrential rain and ankle-deep mud. Between the August
triumph and what in November looked like defeat lay the fortress of Burgos, the only fortress that
successfully resisted Wellington’s attempt to take it, and the site of his worst scrape.Both the
failed siege and the retreat that followed, as well as the French campaign which chased the
allied army back to Portugal, are stories of human endeavour which embrace all that is best and
all that is worst in human nature. Deeds of great courage and humanity marched in tandem with
cruelty, despair and all the excesses of indiscipline. For the nations involved – Britain, France,
Spain and Portugal – there was much to admire and much to deplore.There are many histories
of these events, from the monumental works of Napier, Oman and Fortescue to modern
reinterpretations, often with a specific national focus, which seek to reinterpret what happened
at Burgos and afterwards. Military historians inevitably focus on strategy and tactics, on the
objectives and achievements of a campaign and the mistakes made. They create what might be
termed the big military picture. However, there are other stories to be told: the stories of the
thousands of men who marched and fought and died in the autumn of 1812.Interestingly, the
first account of the retreat, which was published in 1814, was written by an assistant surgeon,
George Frederick Burroughs, whose intention seems to have been not just to relate what
happened, but also what it felt like to be part of the events he was describing. What I have tried
to create, in this study of Wellington’s worst scrape, as he himself termed it, is a similar focus on
the experiences and perceptions of those involved, from the men in command to those in the
ranks and even those who trailed behind the armies.The Napoleonic Wars are notable for the
wealth of written material they generated, either in the form of contemporaneous accounts in
letters and journals or in later productions such as memoirs. Although Wellington himself refused
to write a memoir, he wrote copious letters, official dispatches which nevertheless give clear
glimpses both of his intentions and objectives and his state of mind. These letters and
memoranda provide an invaluable structure for a study of Burgos and the retreat. They can then
be amplified by the thoughts, feelings and opinions of others involved in the struggle for Spain.
Among the different voices which inform this work and provide a commentary on the actual
events are senior and junior officers, British and French, NCOs and soldiers from the ranks, non-
combatants like surgeons and commissaries, and the occasional civilian who found himself
caught up in an alien environment. Between them they create a multi-faceted view of their world,
of what happened in it, and of the major players involved. They praise and they criticize; they are
puzzled by things that appear to make no sense; or perhaps they just struggle to survive. Above
all, though, they live on through their words.Obviously, from a strictly historical perspective,
letters and journals may be regarded as having more validity and authority than memoirs, which
were often composed many years later. This is particularly true of those memoirs written after
Napier produced his history of the Peninsular War, a brilliant literary effort which had an



inevitable influence on those who subsequently wrote their own accounts. But such accounts
should not be totally disregarded. What a man remembers, or is stimulated to remember by the
writing of others, may reveal the relative significance of the events he experienced. Nor should
every letter and journal be regarded as presenting an unvarnished version of the truth. Situations
may easily be misunderstood. Opinions are often coloured by prejudice. What a man
experiences may be only a small part of the whole. Consequently, it is the sum of the many
parts, contemporaneous and retrospective, which enable us to recognize through a glass darkly
the reality of experiences from two centuries ago.AcknowledgementsOnce again I have every
reason to be grateful to the staff of the National Archives at Kew and the National Army Museum
in Chelsea for their help and expertise. Particular thanks are due to Richard Dabb at the NAM for
his assistance in accessing images for this book.As ever there have been many friends and
associates who have helped me locate particular information, or have made suggestions about
particular material that might prove useful. Such suggestions have proved invaluable as I have
attempted to recreate the experience of Burgos and the retreat. Michael Crumplin FRCS has
been particularly supportive in making available a wealth of medical information. He also
enabled me to access the reports of Wellington’s surgeon general, James McGrigor, which shed
a fascinating light on the medical conditions of the British army in the Peninsula. McGrigor’s
findings also help to explain why there were so many casualties; wounded men who should have
recovered but failed to do so, and hundreds who died of natural causes. (See Appendix III.) I am
grateful to the Aberdeen Medico-Chirurgical Society for allowing me to make use of this
unpublished material.Thanks to the help of John Williams some seemingly intractable problems
with translating French documents have been solved, allowing the French to have a voice in this
work. Similarly, Mary Bomphrey’s knowledge of Spanish proved invaluable when we were
searching for some of the more obscure scenes of action.I also owe thanks to Rupert Harding
for his unfailing patience as deadlines came and went.Finally, my husband has once again been
stalwart in his support: as driver along the routes taken by the different armies, as photographer
and cartographer, and as statistician when I struggled to process the casualty returns of all the
battalions in Wellington’s army. Without his constant encouragement this book would not have
been written.PART IMadridChapter 1‘See the Conquering Hero Come’On 12 August 1812
Madrid was ready to celebrate. The detested soi-disant king, Joseph Bonaparte, had
abandoned his capital with his guard, the Army of the Centre and a train of men, women and
children who had thrown in their lot with the French. The allied Anglo-Portuguese army was
approaching the city gates. The whole population, young and old, rich and poor, had taken to the
streets to welcome the conquering hero, Arthur Wellesley, Lord Wellington.Wellington himself
wrote laconically in an official dispatch to Earl Bathurst, Secretary of State for War, that ‘It is
impossible to describe the joy manifested by the inhabitants of Madrid upon our arrival,’ before
turning his attention to the wider implications of this welcome.I hope that the prevalence of the
same sentiments of detestation of the French yoke, and of a strong desire to secure the
independence of their country, which first induced them to set the example of resistance to the



usurper, will induce them again to make exertion in the cause of this country, which being more
wisely directed, will be more efficacious than those formerly made.1What Wellington found
impossible to describe was certainly not beyond the powers of the troops who accompanied him
into the city. Words flowed freely from the pens of officers and men alike, in letters and journals,
and for years to come in memoirs of this apotheosis of triumph.Led by the 7th division, with the
51st at its head, the victors of the battle of Salamanca, fought three weeks before, drew near the
Spanish capital. At the first sight of the city in the morning haze there were raucous cries of
‘Madrid! Madrid!’ Some, however, wondered how they would be received in a place that had
enjoyed more than three years of relative peace as the rest of Spain was caught in the turmoil of
war. These concerns were soon put to rest. Five miles from the city gates, the vanguard of the
allied army encountered the first crowds: men, women and children bearing boughs of oak and
laurel, symbols of victory. On every side they were greeted with enthusiasm and delight, as well
as with flowers, bread, grapes, melons, wine, aquadente, lemonade, tobacco and sweetmeats.A
map of the Iberian Peninsula showing principal towns and rivers.For one man nothing was more
pleasing than the pretty, pale-faced and black-eyed maidens who modestly presented nosegays
to the passing troops. For another, it was the generous offer of pigskins of wine, more generous
than even the deepest-drinking soldier could manage to consume, that brought the greatest
delight.As they neared the city, colours flying, drums beating, bands playing, the excitement
which greeted them was almost overwhelming. The people were mad with joy. All the bells of
Madrid were ringing to the heavens. There was singing, dancing, guitars, tambourines, all
adding to the cacophony of welcome. And joyous acclamations from all sides. They were hailed
as liberators, deliverers, saviours. ‘Viva los Ingleses! Viva los Ilandes! Viva los Colorades!’
greeted these scarlet-jacketed fellows. God was called upon to save King George. King
Ferdinand. England. Even Portugal, their Iberian rival and age-old enemy. As for Wellington,
riding at the head of his troops, every other viva hailed the hero of the hour as he rode through
the gate which had been turned into a triumphal arch decorated in his honour. The populace fell
to their knees on the ground that bore the imprint of his horse’s hooves. Even the children’s caps
were decorated with ‘Wellington’ and ‘Salamanca’. It was, as a staff officer wrote home, the
‘fondest idolatry’.Tens of thousands of laughing, cheering, jubilant people were crammed into
the streets, so that the troops could pass along only with the greatest difficulty. Indeed, some
men fainted in the heat and the crush, to be succoured by the concerned citizens.Everywhere
eager hands reached out, to caress their deliverers, to touch the colours, to drag the soldiers
into their houses and the ice and lemonade shops, where they were plied with free refreshments.
Or even just to walk hand-in-hand with them. Not only the officers were embraced with a fervour
which threatened to unseat them; even their horses received the same attention. The colours
were kissed, and so were the ensigns carrying them. As was everyone else, by pretty girls and
men with garlic-laden breath and moustaches so stiff and sweaty that one soldier was reminded
of brooms that had been daubed in the gutter.Every viewpoint, up to the very rooftops, was
occupied. The balconies were crowded with fair and elegant ladies, waving their white



handkerchiefs and showering flowers on the troops below. Velvet and silk hangings, richly
embroidered with gold and silver thread, were suspended from every balcony as if it were a
great feast day of the Church. Garlands of flowers festooned every door and window. As the sun
set, wax candles in silver candlesticks, flaring torches and variegated lamps turned night into
day. Shops were closed. Business was suspended. For three days and three nights Madrid was
en fête.It was a time of delirium: an ecstasy of the brain, shared by soldiers and citizens alike. To
the sober mind it was like a dream, but a dream of confusion and rapture that everyone was
experiencing.Yet the war was never far away. Joseph had left, taking his guard and a train of
afrancesados with him, but a garrison 2,000 strong remained in the fortified Retiro palace with
enough pieces of cannon to raze Madrid to the ground, so the governor boasted. Even as the
citizens continued to celebrate, and the troops were still marching in, Wellington turned his
attention to the reduction of the Retiro. On the evening of the 13th, against a background of
illuminated buildings, detachments from the 3rd and 7th divisions drove in the French outposts
at the Prado, the Botanical Gardens and the works outside the walls of the Retiro park. They
were then able to establish themselves in the park by breaking through the wall close to the La
China building, which served as an arsenal.The following morning preparations were soon
underway for an attack on the interior lines. People were already packed in the nearby streets
and houses, and perched on the housetops, ready for the show. Every movement of the troops
was loudly applauded, the shouts of the people being echoed by the cheers of the men, so that
no orders could be heard and disorder threatened. Then, without warning, the governor sent an
aide to seek terms. Negotiations ensued, resulting in the garrison marching out with the honours
of war, but escorted by Spanish guerrillas as a compliment to the Spanish nation.As Wellington
reported to Bathurst, the allied haul was considerable:189 pieces of brass ordnance in excellent
condition, 900 barrels of powder, 20,000 stand of arms, and considerable magazines of clothing
and provisions, and ammunition. We have likewise found the eagles of the 13th and the 51st
regiments, which I forward to England to be presented to His Royal Highness.2This was the
Prince Regent, whose birthday coincidentally was 12 August.For the soldiers there were other
rewards. Many of the men made an excellent breakfast of the fruit in the park, while the more
enterprising spirits of the 68th helped themselves from the stockpile of clothing the French had
left behind. William Wheeler of the 51st found more unexpected but equally desirable plunder.I
strolled into a summer house and was agreeably surprized to find a quantity of books, Spanish,
French and English. I secured all I could find in my own tongue but as I have not the means of
carrying them I distributed them amongst my comrades who I know are fond of reading.3He
even found a guide to his home town, Bath.With Madrid firmly in allied hands, officers and even
some of the men were able to enjoy the pleasures of what many considered the most beautiful
city they had ever visited. The clean, wide streets and spacious avenues, shaded by wide-
spreading trees and cooled by refreshing fountains, were favourite places of resort, despite the
constant importuning of beggars. Museums, palaces, theatres, all demanded the attention of the
avid sightseer, as so many officers were, while the novelty of the bull-fight attracted men and



officers alike. They were fascinated by this barbarous and ancient national amusement,
recognising both the skill and the innate cruelty, which one officer considered as evidence of the
effects of early habit on the character. The suffering of the horses provoked particular outcry.As
befitted the city’s deliverer from the French yoke, Wellington gave dinners and balls, to which
complements of officers were always invited. Here they encountered the Spanish generals and,
probably of more interest, the guerrillas, who had made their names by waging an irregular war
against the French.There was only one disadvantage to this period of pleasure which, for some
battalions, extended from weeks to months, and that was the chronic shortage of money. Pay
was far in arrears, despite Wellington’s frequent reminders to the government. Some officers
were reduced to selling what valuables they possessed to purchase the necessities of life, while
others confessed to pilfering the occasional shirt or boots. Nevertheless, for most officers their
stay in Madrid was remembered as a time when they ‘passed some of the happiest days of
[their] life’; a time they would ‘ever look back on with mixed sensations of pleasure and regret’4
that they had to leave for the realities of war.For the commander-in-chief, however, Madrid
represented something more challenging: the need to make a decision on the future prosecution
of the campaign which had brought him to the heart of Spain.1812 was the year when
Wellington took the war into Spain on his own terms, rather than in concert with the Spanish, as
had been the case with the Talavera campaign of 1809. Or, the previous year, Sir John Moore’s
doomed foray into the Spanish interior. Spanish help could, and did, play its part, whether
through the activities of the guerrilla bands or when a general like Ballesteros provided a
distraction to French manoeuvres, but even Napoleon, contemptuous as he was of British land
forces, recognized that the ‘English’ would have to be beaten if French power was ever to
establish itself unchallenged in Spain.At the beginning of the year two major obstacles needed
to be overcome before the Anglo-Portuguese army could operate in Spain, safe in the
knowledge that their lines of communication with Portugal would remain secure. Ciudad Rodrigo
and Badajoz guarded the northern and southern routes between Spain and Portugal. Ciudad
Rodrigo was invested on 8 January in bitter cold weather and fell on the 20th before Marshal
Marmont, in command of the Army of Portugal, could effect its relief. This triumph was followed
on 15 March by the investment of Badajoz. This much stronger fortification had already resisted
allied attempts to take it during the previous year, and indeed had only fallen into French hands
under strong suspicion of treachery. Badajoz finally fell on 6 April, after a siege conducted in wet
and miserable conditions, and with a bloodier outcome. The allies took nearly 5,000 killed and
wounded, against about 550 at Ciudad Rodrigo.Meanwhile, the French forces in Spain were
weakened by Napoleon’s need for troops for his Russian adventure. The emperor also placed
his brother in overall command of the different French army commanders in an attempt to end
the jealous bickering and lack of cooperation between the marshals. The latter decision did not
have the desired effect. The former was obviously beneficial to the allies.In the middle of June
Wellington brought his troops from the border area and advanced on Salamanca, from where
Marmont withdrew, leaving a garrison to hold some fortified convents. These needed to be taken



before the allies could progress deeper into Spain. The 6th division was given the task.
Inexperienced and with inadequate resources they made little progress; after five days and a
failed assault it was the use of incendiary heated shells that decided the issue, forcing the
garrison to capitulate on 27 June, just as another assault was launched. During these five days
Wellington’s dispatches reveal a marked degree of uncertainty. On the 25th he wrote to the
prime minister, Lord Liverpool,Matters have not gone as I could wish at Salamanca; but the truth
is that my attention has been so much and so constantly taken up with Marmont’s movements
and my own, that I have not been able to attend to the operations of the siege as I ought.5The
following day he confided to his brother, Henry, who was the British ambassador in Cadiz,The
armies are about five miles distant from each other. Marmont will not attack us, and I doubt
whether I can attack him, even when I shall have taken the Salamanca forts.6Two days later,
though, he was able to write to General Hill, on detached duty in Estremadura with his 2nd
division,We took the forts of this place yesterday, two of them by storm, and the third by
capitulation. It was stormed, however, at the very moment it capitulated. Marmont has retired
and we march forward to-morrow.7There followed a period of manoeuvring as Wellington and
Marmont each tried to outwit the other. By 9 July, however, Wellington knew that Marmont had
been reinforced by the troops of General Bonnet of the Army of the North. He was also aware
that the latest French movement, towards Toro, could be intended to threaten his
communications with Portugal. As this initial supposition became increasingly valid, a series of
retrograde movements brought him back to Salamanca, pursued by Marmont, so closely that on
the 19th the two armies were marching in parallel.By this point it was clear that Marmont was
seeking to turn the allied right. On the 22nd, however, he made a fatal mistake. Believing the
Anglo-Portuguese to be in retreat, he attempted a wide flanking movement which sent his army
across the allied front. This was a serious misreading both of the situation and of Wellington as a
commander. As far as the French were concerned he was a defensive general. As Wellington
later wrote to Bathurst,The extension of his [the enemy’s] line to the left, however, and its
advance upon our right, notwithstanding that his troops still occupied very strong ground, and
his position was well defended by cannon, gave me the opportunity of attacking him, for which I
had long been anxious.8To Hill Wellington wrote, the day after the battle,we beat Marshal
Marmont’s army yesterday evening, near Salamanca, and they are now in full retreat, and we
following them … We have taken a good many prisoners and cannon, above 3,000 of the former,
and I should think 20 of the latter, and I understand two eagles. All the troops behaved
admirably.9Perhaps the most interesting comment on the battle was written soon after the event
by a French general, Maximilien Foy, who would play a significant part in the events to come.It
raises Lord Wellington’s reputation almost to the level of Marlborough. Hitherto, we had been
aware of his prudence, his eye for choosing a position, and his skill in utilising it. At Salamanca
he has shown himself a great and able master of manoeuvre.10Victory at Salamanca presented
Wellington with a choice of options, just as did the possession of Madrid three weeks later. To
understand the decisions he made, however, it is necessary to consider the situation of the



French.Chapter 2The Other Side of the HillWhen Marshal Jean Baptiste Jourdan was created
King Joseph’s chief of staff by Napoleon in March 1812 his first concern was to inform the
emperor of the true situation in Spain. A memorandum dispatched to Paris in May made clear
his view that the French forces must be regarded as an army of occupation, a point which a
survey of the different forces and their specific responsibilities demonstrates. To summarize
briefly, there were five armies of varying strength, each with its own sphere of interest, nominally
under the overall command of the king, ‘an irresolute leader, not made for the military life’.1 As
Foy later commented, ‘If the profession of king does not agree with his character, one could say
that the one of general in chief is against his nature.’2The Army of the North, under General Jean
Marie Dorsenne and then General Louis Marie Caffarelli, had a total strength of nearly 50,000
men, although in May 1812 only about 38,000 were present with the eagles, two infantry and
one cavalry division (Bonnet’s command) having been detached to the Army of Portugal. The
territory ostensibly controlled by the Army of the North comprised Galicia, the Asturias and
Navarre, south to Burgos. Its principal concern was to protect the Burgos to Bayonne road and
the coastal harbours, thus ensuring communication with France. This was the area where some
of the most effective guerrilla leaders operated, men like the older Mina and Longa. They were
supported by British naval activities under Sir Home Popham, forcing the French into what was
essentially a series of holding operations if their primary task was to be fulfilled. It was also this
task which made both Dorsenne and Caffarelli reject Joseph’s overall command, since they
could argue that their purpose was more strongly connected to France than the rest of
Spain.The now misnamed Army of Portugal had been harried out of that country in April 1811.
Its commander, Marshal André Masséna, was replaced by Marshal Auguste Marmont, Duke of
Ragusa, who concentrated his activities on Leon, Old Castile and northern Estremadura,
although the hope of reoccupying Portugal had not been abandoned. Notionally 52,000 strong,
plus the detachment from the Army of the North, this force was required to keep the Anglo-
Portuguese army out of Spain via Ciudad Rodrigo and Salamanca, and to work with Marshal
Soult in Estremadura. Its main practical problem stemmed from the French habit of living off the
land. Troops had to be dispersed into garrisons, which held major towns such as Astorga,
Valladolid and Palencia, while there were about 29,000 men in the vicinity of Salamanca.
Marmont paid lip-service to Joseph as commander-in-chief, but this did not prevent him
disobeying an order not to attack Wellington until Joseph had brought up reinforcements. The
result of his disobedience was the debacle at Salamanca.The Army of the South controlled
southern Estremadura and Andalusia, over which Marshal Nicolas Soult, Duke of Dalmatia,
ruled in almost vice-regal style. About 63,000 strong, this army had one of the most enterprising,
if also one of the rashest, Spanish generals to deal with. When Soult marched west in a futile
attempt to relieve Badajoz, General Ballesteros, aided by General Morillo, reacted immediately
by threatening Seville, which inevitably brought Soult back to his sphere of interest. More
symbolic was the failure to take Cadiz, now the seat of the Spanish government and which had
been under siege since February 1810. Soult, like Marmont, paid only lip-service to Joseph’s



command. Nor was there any love lost between king and marshal.The smallest of the French
forces was the Army of the Centre, under the king’s direct command. With less than 20,000 men
it was too small to exercise effective control over New Castile. Nevertheless, in concert with
another of the armies it could swing the numerical balance in favour of the French against the
allied army, which would have been the situation at Salamanca if Marmont had deferred to the
king’s orders, in which case Wellington might not even have risked a battle.Finally, Marshal Louis
Gabriel Suchet, Duke of Albufera, was in command of the Army of Aragon, which also controlled
Catalonia and the recently occupied Kingdom of Valencia. It was the strongest of the French
armies with 66,000 men, all arms, and was the only one still engaged in conquest. As a coastal
region, however, its territory was vulnerable to British naval activities. Although Suchet never
explicitly refused to acknowledge Joseph’s overall command, he was unwilling to cooperate
either with the king or with his fellow marshals, as he demonstrated when he would not send
troops to help in the relief of Badajoz. From his viewpoint, pacifying Valencia was more
important.Jourdan’s memorandum, written by a man who was ‘prudent and far-seeing’ but who
‘lacked the strength of character to enforce his own decisions’3, made the valid point that it was
impracticable for an army of occupation to live off the land in a country where food was scarce
and requisition was bitterly resented. Instead, the army needed to be made more mobile, which
required adequate means of transport and large magazines of stores on all the lines of
communication. This would allow larger concentrations of troops and facilitate future operations.
He also advocated that the French should occupy less territory. What he considered a
deplorable habit of seizing as much territory as possible may have been intended to
demonstrate to the rest of Europe that Spain was firmly held, but in reality it was both expensive
and an inefficient use of resources.For Jourdan the principal territorial problem was Andalusia,
furthest detached from France and French interests. Soult, not surprisingly, saw things
differently, and this difference of opinion was a source of friction between the king and the
marshal. Furthermore, Soult was convinced that Wellington intended to attack Andalusia,
Badajoz being a prelude to such an attack. Wellington certainly had considered this possibility,
which had been reported in a Gibraltar newspaper seen by Soult, but by mid-May he had
abandoned the idea. Nevertheless, it remained fixed in Soult’s mind, reinforced by the activities
of another player in the game of cat-and-mouse which followed the fall of Badajoz.General Sir
Rowland Hill was one of the very few of his subordinates that Wellington trusted with
independent command. He had already proved his worth in October 1811 when he
overwhelmed a French force under General Girard at Arroyo dos Molinos. Having been part of
the covering force during the siege of Badajoz, Hill’s second division remained in the area,
keeping an eye on the activities of General Drouet, Comte d’Erlon, who commanded a third of
the Army of the South. In May, however, Wellington entrusted Hill with a task which was essential
to his strategic intentions. If he was to venture into Spain, whether against the Army of Portugal
or the Army of the South, it was vital that Marmont and Soult should be kept apart. To facilitate
communications between the two armies, the French had put a pontoon bridge in place across



the Tagus at Almaraz, guarded at each end by two forts, Napoleon and Ragusa, the whole
overlooked by the stronghold of Mirabete. Destroying the bridge would seriously hamper any
supporting movement by either army because it would involve a long and difficult detour.On 12
May, after the bridge at Merida had hastily been repaired, Hill took his three British brigades and
Ashworth’s Portuguese brigade, supported by the 13th light dragoons, across the Guadiana for
a rapid march to Almaraz. On 18 May the three battalions of Howard’s brigade, the 1/50th, 1/71st
and 1/92nd, and the 6th line regiment of Ashworth’s brigade, supported by twenty artillerymen,
made a slow and hazardous descent to the Tagus, so difficult that the 30-foot ladders had to be
cut in half. By six o’clock they were close to Fort Napoleon. Meanwhile, a false attack had been
launched against Mirabete.Anxious not to let the French see his exact position or his strength,
Hill ordered an immediate escalade of Fort Napoleon. The French were quickly overwhelmed,
although they managed to release the pontoon bridge. Hill’s men now turned the French guns on
Fort Ragusa, which was soon abandoned. When two men of the 92nd dived into the river and
successfully brought the bridge back to the near shore, it became possible to destroy the forts
and all their contents and then burn the pontoon boats, although Hill decided to leave the French
alone in Mirabete, judging it too strong for an assault. In fact, the French themselves abandoned
this stronghold soon afterwards.Having decided that Marmont was to be his target, Wellington
could now take the northern route into Spain secure in the knowledge that Soult, even if he were
so inclined, would not be able to bring support to his fellow marshal with any rapidity.Hill
remained in Estremadura to pin down d’Erlon’s force. At the same time Ballesteros was hovering
in the vicinity of Seville. When Soult moved against one, the other would create a situation to
draw him away. Thus Hill spent June and July manoeuvring against d’Erlon without ever coming
to battle, although on several occasions action seemed inevitable. By early July he was able to
outflank d’Erlon, despite the reinforcements the French general had received from Soult, and
force him back to Berlanga and Azuaga in order to maintain his vital communication with
Andalusia.D’Erlon himself had earlier received a direct dispatch from the king ordering him to
march to Toledo. Soult had also received a command to detach d’Erlon’s force, but he had no
intention of complying. Instead, he maintained that if he parted with a third of his army Andalusia
would have to be abandoned, and for nothing because d’Erlon could not arrive in time to help
the Army of Portugal. For his part, d’Erlon claimed that he was outnumbered by Hill, so that to
move would be to endanger his troops.Soult was not the only French commander to assist
Wellington by refusing to help his fellow marshal. On 24 June Marmont wrote to Caffarelli: ‘I am
manoeuvring opposite Wellington. Your reinforcements are required at once.’ Two weeks later he
explained to Jourdan: ‘I had to retreat to the Douro because Caffarelli sent no help.’ At this stage
of the campaign lack of mutual cooperation was a dangerous weakness in the French situation
and a significant factor in the events which culminated in the Battle of Salamanca.Chapter
3Wellington’s GambleSalamanca was not only a blow to Gallic pride; it was also the point in the
war when the French had to reassess Wellington as a commander. The new Marlborough finally
had the whip hand in the Peninsula and in the short term this disrupted French dispositions: the



Armies of Portugal, the Centre and the South were all affected by Marmont’s defeat.When
considering the choice Wellington made early in August, it would be facile to conclude that he
chose to advance on Madrid simply because he believed the Army of Portugal too damaged to
pose a threat, although this was certainly part of his thinking. Or that ‘for once, British pride had
sacrificed efficiency for ostentation.’1In part Wellington’s decision was influenced by Joseph’s
movements. As soon as the king received the news of Salamanca, during the night of 24 July
and while still on his way to join Marmont with the Army of the Centre, he immediately retired
towards Madrid. A dispatch from General Bertrand Clausel, in command for the wounded
Marmont, made clear that the defeat had been a disaster. With less than 20,000 men fit for
action, even the arrival of the Army of the Centre would not strengthen the Army of Portugal
sufficiently to take a stand against Wellington. Instead, Clausel recommended that Joseph
should demand help from Soult and Suchet. Furthermore, if Joseph moved north to join a
seriously weakened army, he would lose contact with the Armies of the South and
Aragon.Wellington initially concentrated on Clausel and the wreck of the Army of Portugal
because he did not see Joseph as a threat. Unlike the king, he knew from intercepted
dispatches that Soult had no intention of obeying the royal order to detach d’Erlon. He advanced
as far as Valladolid, therefore, where he received a hero’s welcome from a city reputedly the
most pro-French in Castile. By now Clausel had retired beyond the Arlanzon, and Wellington
pursued him further.Joseph, however, had changed direction and advanced to Segovia as the
result of an over-optimistic letter from one of Marmont’s aides-de-camp. He now intended to
unite with Clausel in a stand against the Anglo-Portuguese army. However, Clausel had
continued to retreat. At this point, though, Wellington believed the king would join Clausel. He
wrote to Bathurst on 28 July from Olmedo:All accounts concur in regard to the great loss
sustained by the army of Portugal; but I think probable that they will endeavour to join the King
on the upper Duero, if the King should continue on this side of the mountains, unless I should
previously have it in my power to strike a blow against his corps.2The blow he chose to inflict
was an advance on Madrid.On 1 August, when Joseph realized he had been misled by the
information from Marmont’s aide-de-camp, he turned back to his capital, anxious as ever to
protect his limited royal power. At this point he received a dispatch from Soult in response to
orders sent on 6 July, which required the marshal to abandon part of Andalusia, as well as to
send d’Erlon to Toledo. After using an exaggerated estimate of Hill’s strength, Soult made clear
that he would not abandon Andalusia, since to do so would be a disaster for French interests in
the Peninsula.We could not find means to subsist either on the Tagus or in Estremadura, and
from one position to another we should retreat as far as the Ebro. There is a way to avoid this; by
taking the initiative we can save 6,000 sick and maimed men whom I shall probably have to
abandon, as well as 200,000 Spaniards (who have declared for your Majesty, and will be lost
without hope), also 2,000 guns, and the only artillery arsenal now existing in Spain. A single
order by your Majesty can effect this, and shorten the Spanish war by six campaigns. Let your
Majesty come to Andalusia in person, with every man that can be collected: if the number is



large we can increase the expeditionary force in Estremadura to 25,000 or 30,000 men, and
transfer the seat of war to the left bank of the Tagus … I have the honour to repeat to your
Majesty that I cannot send any detachments beyond the Sierra Morena or the Guadiana, save
by evacuating all Andalusia and marching with my whole army. I must have a positive order from
your Majesty to that effect.3Joseph responded by commanding Soult to abandon Andalusia and
bring the whole of the Army of the South to Toledo.Wellington sent a cavalry reconnaissance to
Segovia, which confirmed that Joseph was no longer there, and then spent three days in Cuellar
before departing on 5 August for Madrid. He left Clinton’s 6th division and five weak battalions
(The 2/4th, 1/5th, 1/38th, 1/42nd, 1/82nd and all Walcheren battalions] to watch Clausel, while
Anson’s cavalry brigade took up forward positions beyond the Duero. Furthermore, he used the
Army of Galicia, General Santocildes at Valladolid and Captain-General Castaños at Astorga, to
besiege the French garrisons in those towns while General Silveira blockaded Zamora with a
Portuguese militia force.Buoyed by the conviction that the Army of Portugal was out of the game
for the foreseeable future, Wellington marched for Madrid. On 8 August Joseph abandoned his
capital, leaving only a small force under General Lafon Blaniac to hold the Retiro.Having entered
Madrid in triumph on 12 August, Wellington did not leave until the end of the month. As had been
the case after Salamanca, he needed to judge the French response before he formulated his
own plans. The key to this was Soult. The marshal had three choices. He had already advocated
that he should remain in Andalusia, where Joseph and the Army of the Centre should join him.
He could, however, obey the king’s command and unite their two armies in a combined
operation against Wellington; but if Joseph went to Valencia, he could join him there.If Soult held
firm in his determination not to evacuate Andalusia, Wellington could take the war to him. As he
wrote to Bathurst on 18 August, ‘Any other but a modern French army would now leave the
province, as they have absolutely no communication of any kind with France …’ With Joseph
making his slow, encumbered way to Valencia, the Spanish still in possession of Murcia and the
Army of Portugal out of contact with the Army of the South, Soult was indeed cut off. ‘But I
suspect that Soult will not stir till I force him out by a direct movement upon him; and I think of
making that movement as soon as I can take the troops to the south without incurring the risk of
injuring their health. In the meantime I must have possession of the whole course of the
Duero.’4Should Soult choose to obey Joseph, then Wellington in his central position would have
a choice, depending upon who posed the greater threat, Soult or Clausel. The situation
changed, however, when Clausel realised that Madrid was Wellington’s objective. He
immediately moved back towards the Duero, entering Valladolid on 14 August. This movement
was made more dangerous to the allies by the enterprise of General Foy. Having obtained
Clausel’s rather reluctant permission, Foy marched with the 1st and 3rd divisions of the Army of
Portugal to relieve the beleaguered French garrisons. On the 17th he took up the 200 men at
Toro and two days later he attacked the Spanish rear guard at Castro Gonzalo. The next day he
was at Baneza, but on the 21st he reported to Clausel that ‘Astorga fell on the 18th, after a
blockade of 62 days, during which it experienced all the horrors of famine; the garrison left on



the 19th at 8a.m.; they are prisoners of war. I learnt this distressing news yesterday on arrival at
La Baneza … The army of Galicia has quickly retired to Villafranca; it appears that they will cross
the mountains.’ In fact, General Castaños, in command of the blockading force, had sent his
guns away, under cover, as soon as he heard of Foy’s approach. Ironically, the French
surrendered the day before Foy could arrive to relieve them.Foy’s next objective was Zamora,
but General Silveira was warned of his approach and took his Portuguese militia back across the
border, although on the 24th there was a skirmish between the French advance guard and the
Portuguese rear guard. This was not particularly satisfying, however. Foy had expected his
cavalry to destroy the militia but ‘I was deceived in my opinion. It was said that the horses were
tired and that they could not meet with the enemy; the pursuit was almost halted, despite me;
eventually Silveyra [sic], his troops and his artillery were made to flee and re-entered Portugal.
They fled, abandoning shoes, baggage, wagons laden with tools and left us some prisoners.’5
This is a somewhat disingenuous account which omits the fact that the Portuguese were already
heading for Portugal.It may have frustrated Foy that his French troops failed to crush a body of
militia men, but on the 25th he had the satisfaction of entering Zamora.Clausel’s return to the
Duero and Foy’s activities had passed unchallenged by Clinton, who merely maintained a
watching brief, another of those occasions which justified Wellington’s conviction that most of his
subordinates could not be trusted with independent command. Nevertheless, as he wrote to
Henry Wellesley in Cadiz, on the 23rd, ‘I hope the French will carry off the garrisons of Zamora
and Astorga, as well as that of Toro. Any thing is better than that I should have to attack and
carry those places.’6Further south Soult finally accepted the inevitability of evacuating
Andalusia. Although he had heard rumours of Marmont’s disaster at Salamanca, he had chosen
not to credit them for as long as possible. Eventually he received the first official confirmation in
the form of a dispatch from Joseph written on 26 July. This reached him on 18 August, by which
time he had reluctantly accepted the truth of the rumours. He had also accepted that Joseph
would not join him in Andalusia. Consequently, on 12 August there were the first signs of an
evacuation when the castle at Niebla was abandoned. By the 24th the Lines of Cadiz were being
destroyed. In Estremadura d’Erlon had continued his manoeuvring. On the 20th, though, Captain
Hippolyte d’Espinchal, a cavalry officer serving with General Pierre Soult, the marshal’s brother,
was dining with his commanding officer when ‘The fatal news which we had been given some
days before was confirmed; I was apprised of all the details … the occupation of Madrid by the
English, the king retiring on Burgos and the duke of Dalmatia forced to abandon Andalucia.’
D’Espinchal had no doubt who was to blame. Not the king, whom the soldiers were inclined to
hold responsible. He was a principal victim. The disaster had occurred because Marmont had
refused to wait for the arrival of the Army of the Centre; he ‘wanted to have the sole glory of
winning, he has given battle at the Arapiles, not far from Salamanca. Completely defeated,
wounded by a cannon ball, he has suffered 5,000 killed or wounded, more than 2,000 prisoners
and he has lost 11 pieces of cannon.’From d’Espinchal’s viewpoint, however, ‘what was painful
was the loss to Marshal Soult of the fruit of three years’ combat and the millions vainly employed



up to this time in the siege of Cadiz, which had to be abandoned at the moment when everything
supported the belief that it was coming to an end.’7This last was a vain hope, perhaps, but
d’Espinchal’s comments, combined with the marshal’s pleasure in independent command,
explain why Soult was so reluctant to leave Andalusia.By 24 August French troops were arriving
in Seville from all directions, while a combined Anglo-Spanish force from Cadiz was threatening
the enemy outposts. Once Conroux and Villatte’s divisions had come up from Cadiz Seville was
evacuated by all but a skeleton force on the night of the 26th. The city then fell to the allies, who
overwhelmed the remaining defenders.Also on the 24th, Wellington received news from Hill,
sent on the 17th, that Soult was abandoning Andalusia. Yet with the adventurous Ballesteros
poised to disrupt Soult’s advance to Granada and the expectation that the autumn rains would
fill the rivers, he believed he had time to deal with Clausel before Soult could combine with
Joseph and Suchet. Furthermore, there were other players in the game ready to take an active
role.Sir Home Popham had begun his cooperative operations with the northern guerrillas in mid-
June, so effectively that Caffarelli was unable to spare any troops to help Marmont – or plausibly
claimed he was. On the night of 2 August the governor, General Dubreton, and his 1,200 strong
garrison, abandoned Santander, which had been under attack since 22 July. Since Santander
was the largest and safest harbour between Ferrol and the French border, this was a notable
coup. Furthermore, Popham saw the possibility of transporting six or eight heavy guns to take
Burgos and disrupt French communications. At the same time that Santander fell, unrest spread
across the northern provinces, even affecting previously subdued Aragon.As another diversion,
an expedition launched from Sicily to attack the east coast of Spain, Suchet’s territory, had been
postulated as early as January 1812 by the commander of the British forces in Sicily, General
Lord William Bentinck. Although Bentinck preferred the idea of operating either on the Italian
mainland or in Corsica, the Spanish plan was picked up by Lord Liverpool, the prime minister,
and by Wellington, who by mid-May was expecting a landing to be made in Catalonia. Bentinck,
however, was temporarily distracted by Italian affairs. On 30 July Wellington acknowledged a
letter from Bentinck which gave the details of an expedition to the east coast under the
command of General Maitland. Bentinck himself was doubtful that anything would be achieved,
but Wellington was confident that they could ‘succeed in taking Tarragona, and in opening a
communication between the fleet and the Spanish army of Tarragona – which is in itself a
service of the greatest importance …’ Even if this proved unachievable, Wellington saw some
advantage to his own operations.I have lately, on the 22nd, beaten Marshal Marmont in a
general action, fought near Salamanca, and I have pursued him beyond the Duero; and our
troops this day entered Valladolid. The King is at Segovia, with a corps of 12,000 or 15,000 men;
and having driven Marmont from the lower Duero, my next object is to prevent him and Marmont,
if possible, from joining, which I am about to attempt. But either the French must lose all their
communications with their troops in the north of Spain, or they must oblige me to withdraw
towards the frontier of Portugal. They cannot effect this object without bringing against me
Suchet’s army, or the army of the South, or both. I cannot but think it very important that the



attention of Suchet should be diverted from his supposed operations against me by the
operations of the Sicilian army, which will go to such important objects as Tarragona and
Valencia.8Maitland first made for Tarragona but, judging the French too strong, he sailed south
and landed at Alicante on 7 August. The Spanish under General Joseph O’Donnell had suffered
a crushing defeat at Castella on 21 July, losing troops from the Murcian army who would have
been useful to Maitland, but General Roche managed to extricate the 3,700 men of his division
in good order and was ready to cooperate with Maitland. The joint force now made a tentative
advance but found no enemy in front of them.In fact, according to a later commentator, the
Sicilian expedition was fated never to achieve anything:besides that the strength of the corps
never exceeded 6,000 men, the officer in command (General Maitland) committed the twofold
mistake of landing at a wrong place, and entering upon his work upon a spirit of despondency.
Lord Wellington made haste to apply, as far as circumstances would allow, a correction to both
grievances. He caused the troops to re-embark, and go round to the theatre of their operations;
and he assured General Maitland that whatever the issues of the enterprise might be, he himself
was prepared to assume the entire responsibility. But the loss of two precious weeks could not
be atoned for, and the consequences in due course developed themselves.9Nonetheless, the
Anglo-Spanish force in Alicante, however impotent, was a threat that Suchet could not ignore
and an excuse for not cooperating with the other French commanders.Suchet had drawn back
his own forces in response to Wellington’s move on Madrid, which the marshal knew might well
bring Joseph and the war to his territory. Maitland, unwell and unused to independent command,
retired to Alicante when it became clear that Joseph was bringing the Army of the Centre to
Valencia. He set about fortifying the city as the situation became one of stalemate. Neither side
was prepared to take the offensive at this point. Everything depended upon Soult, and Soult was
still firmly rooted in Andalusia.This was the situation when Wellington set off for the lower Duero.
He left behind him in Madrid the 3rd and light divisions, while the 4th division were at El Escurial.
Carlos d’España’s Spanish force was at Segovia, supported by d’Urban and Victor Alten’s
cavalry. Hill’s 2nd division, reinforced by troops from Cadiz under Colonel Skerret, was marching
for Madrid. These forces combined constituted 40,000 men. Yet it is notable that the three
divisions Wellington left behind in Madrid, although they had suffered in the hard campaigning of
1812, were also the most experienced, particularly in siege warfare, while two of those he chose
to take with him, the 1st and the 7th, were the least.PART IIBurgosChapter 4Opening
GambitMarmont, who went to Burgos with the remains of his army, has returned to the line of the
Douro [sic] and re-occupied the country between Burgos and Valladolid, which latter place he
has also entered – as he is not in a state to undertake any serious offensive operation this
movement of Marmont’s must have been made with a view to favour the garrison of El Retiro, but
they having surrendered he will, I think, again retire, especially as General Clinton has been
ordered to move against him.1This expectation, which Lieutenant Aitchison of the 3rd foot
guards included in a letter to his brother written on 22 August, proved mistaken. Eight days later
he wrote in his diary while at El Escurial:Four divisions of infantry, viz 1st, 4th, 5th, 7th, are now



collected in this place and well-lodged in large buildings and barracks … These troops, it is
reported, are to march to join General Clinton, who with the 6th division was left at Cuellar to
keep the enemy in check during our advance to the capital – he has since, it seems, found it
necessary to retire all his posts to the left of the Douro in consequence of the advance of
General Foy with the remains of the ‘Army of Portugal’. He entered Valladolid on the 14th inst,
having previously obliged the Galician army under Santocildes to retire; he has since continued
to advance towards Astorga with about 12,000 Infantry and 1,200 Cavalry and he arrived with
the latter at La Baneza within 5 leagues of Astorga on the 21st, but the garrison of that place had
been obliged to capitulate on the 19th …2Aitchison even believed, as he revealed in a
subsequent letter, that Wellington wanted to entice the Army of Portugal back to the Duero, and
had given Clinton orders to retire before their advance. Certainly, it was in the allied interest to
deal with the Army of Portugal before Soult in the south could make a move.Wellington himself
left Madrid on 1 September, the same day that the divisions at El Escurial, with the exception of
the 4th, began their advance to join Clinton. For those coming north with Wellington there was
some reluctance to leave the Spanish capital where ‘we had been very comfortable, and had
received marks of great kindness and attention’3 for the uncertainty and discomfort of
campaigning. Nevertheless, the situation on the Duero was becoming increasingly serious.
Captain William Tomkinson of the 16th light dragoons, on a mission to the guerrilla leader El
Principe, reported that the French were in force at Tordesillas and that another 1,000 men were
preparing to blow up the bridge at Simancas.Allied and French troop movements, August and
September 1812.By 2 September headquarters were at Villacastin, at the northern foot of the
Guadarrama mountains. John Green of the 68th, Lincolnshire born, was impressed by ‘this vast
chain of mountains which can be distinctly seen for more than sixty miles.’4 Daniell of the
Commissariat, however, although equally impressed by the mountains, from the summit of which
Madrid was clear in the distance, dismissed his quarters at Villacastin as wretched. Nor were
they any better for Benjamin D’Urban, quartermaster general with the Portuguese Army.
Suffering from the ague, he found himself in an old palace which was damp, depressing and full
of owls and bats. The conditions of campaigning were all too quickly making themselves felt.At
Villacastin Wellington received the good news that the French had evacuated Zamora which, as
he wrote to Maitland at Alicante, ‘is a fortunate event, as it will enable me to rejoin troops to the
south at a more early period.’5The following day at Arevalo Wellington overtook the troops which
had left El Escurial as he departed from Madrid. He now assumed command of an army which,
when combined with Clinton’s forces, would comprise the 1st, 5th, 6th and 7th infantry divisions,
the 1st hussars King’s German Legion and 14th light dragoons, Anson’s light cavalry brigade,
and Bock and Ponsonby’s heavy cavalry, about 28,000 men. At this point General Castaños was
at Astorga and the Army of Galicia on the Esla, while the French were now at Valladolid and on
the Duero in strength. Wellington wrote to Castaños, explaining why he had returned to the
Duero. Essentially, this matched Aitchison’s supposition.I believe that Soult has the intention of
leaving the south of Spain, but whether or not he has this intention, it is absolutely necessary to



hunt down Marmont’s troops without waste of time, to leave me at liberty to oppose Soult with all
my forces. I shall take advantage of the moment that the King’s departure has given me to come
to this side and I shall push matters as far as I can. But I have great need of your assistance. I
have some large guns, and I have the idea of undertaking the siege of Burgos.Although this is
the first mention of such an objective in the Dispatches, Wellington’s intention seems to have
been known in the army by this point. Aitchison reported in a letter home ‘and (they say) in less
than three weeks he will have left us in Burgos and returned to Madrid.’7According to Lieutenant
Colonel George Bingham of the 34th, the 6th division had been enjoying a restful month in
Arevalo. ‘General Clinton has been very quiet since the battle, so that our time passes pleasantly
enough.’ The arrival of the three divisions from Madrid, however, suggested that ‘if we do not
move tomorrow, we certainly shall the following day, and perhaps shall not halt until we arrive at
Burgos, for I do not think the French will make any stand short of that place; what may take place
afterwards I cannot foresee.’8According to John Mills of the 2nd (Coldstream) guards the
situation in Arevalo was chaotic. ‘We found the 5th and 6th Divisions in the town and we were
consequently very much crowded. By great good luck I got in to a house’ with a fellow officer.
The next day, however, ‘Headquarters came in … from St Chidrian and the Divisions were
moved out and bivouacked to make room for them. There is more confusion and fuss about
quarters with these gentry than with the whole army besides. I remained, and by these means
got a day’s halt.’9On the 4th the El Escurial divisions came up and the whole army marched to
Olmedo, where news arrived by a mail from England that the commander-in-chief was now
Marquis of Wellington. Anson’s brigade, familiar with the area, were acting as the army’s eyes
and ears. Tomkinson discovered from the local peasants that the French appeared ready to
leave Valladolid, although they were seemingly unaware of the allied advance. Corporal John
Douglas of the first Royal Scots, however, was more interested in this land of milk and honey
than military matters.The harvest was now in its prime. Wheat, grapes, &c were more than
abundant. In Arevalo we started to grind the wheat, and succeeded amazingly well. Large
flagstones were plentiful here. These served as the nether millstone, while a piece as large as a
man could conveniently work formed the upper one. It must not be expected that we produced
meal of the best quality, but to men having good appetites, and the tenor of the Commissariat far
in the rear, you may depend upon it, not to be despised.10There followed a day’s rest for some
of the troops, although the French outposts were reconnoitred and Wellington rode to
Valdestillas to look for fords across the Duero. For the 1st division problems soon developed,
however. Having bivouacked in a wood near Fresma, they suffered a three-hour delay when they
attempted to move off, which Aitchison blamed on the ignorance or neglect of the quartermaster
general’s department. ‘… nobody could conduct the columns to the proper road – and it was
ludicrous and melancholy to see three different Divisions attempting to get out of the wood –
their leaders becoming so confused – changing the direction of march and returning to wherever
they had set out from – till at length it was thought best to halt till a guide could be procured.’11
Routes for troops and supplies were the responsibility of the quartermaster general who,



according to Douglas and Aitchison, was already failing in the movement of both.Rumours that
the French had abandoned Valladolid proved premature. On the 6th the allies marched five
leagues to Boecilla and then crossed the river by fords above Puente de Duero, at Herera and El
Abrojo. The French had taken up a strong position on the far bank, a few miles beyond the river
on the heights of La Cisterniga. Their right wing was at Valladolid, apparently posted to extricate
their baggage train, which matched Tomkinson’s information that they were preparing to
abandon the town. Anson and Ponsonby’s brigades, at the head of the allied force, drove in the
French cavalry vedettes after some skirmishing.At this point, according to Aitchison, the purpose
of the campaign, which was to render the Army of Portugal hors de combat before Soult could
pose a threat,was nearly being crowned by the most complete success. The enemy we had
every reason to expect had no notice of our approach. Indeed, we took them so completely by
surprise that their cavalry and artillery were out of camp foraging, and several were taken
prisoner by our advanced guards. I spoke to these men and they represented the number of
their troops encamped on the heights of La Cisterniga and its neighbourhood at about 6,000
men with 6 pieces in position. They certainly did not seem more, and notwithstanding the nature
of their position, which was strong, we had no doubt of success – three strong divisions of
Infantry and two brigades of Cavalry were up but from some mistake the guns of the 5th
Division, which was to have led, missed their way and the attack in consequence was delayed –
before they arrived and the other divisions had taken their stations, the enemy had assembled
and encircled themselves with vedettes – they also had strong bodies of Infantry on the heights
flanking the roads to their position. It was then so late, nearly 5 in the evening, and Wellington
then judged it advisable not to attack – we returned to the river and began cooking.12His fellow
guards officer, Mills, recorded in his diary that the 6th proveda long and tedious day from four in
the morning till five in the evening. At Boecilla the 1st, 5th and 7th Divisions were formed behind
the hill. The enemy did not appear to have the smallest idea of our approach. The cavalry went
forward and crossed the river without opposition. They advanced skirmishing and took a few
prisoners. The three divisions crossed the river and advanced to within a mile of the village of
Cisterniga where the enemy showed symptoms of resistance. They had constructed a fort on the
left and their men were very advantageously posted on some hills and strong ground. Their
videttes [sic] and ours were close to one another. I was glad to see my old friends and all the
show of war. The 1st Division was ordered to attack the hills, to be supported by the 5th who had
not come up, and before they did the enemy moved off, the greatest part of his force not leaving
sufficient to make it worth our while to attack. We should on our way up there have been very
much exposed to their guns which were on a commanding situation … At five o’clock things
remained quiet and we moved off and bivouacked in a fir wood in our rear.13
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HMS Warspite, “The Burgos Campaign of 1812.... Carole Divall's "Wellington's Worst Scrape" is
a detailed look at the Burgos Campaign of 1812, as British General Wellington's Anglo-
Portuguese Army and its Spanish allies followed up their tremendous victory over a French Army
at Salamanca in Spain.Following the successful sieges of the border fortresses of Ciudad
Rodrigo and Badajoz on the Spanish frontier, and the success of Salamanca, Wellington found
himself in the unusual position of being able to take the offensive against Imperial French forces
in the interior of Spain. Wellington would liberate Madrid before dividing his forces to pursue his
scattered opponents. The siege of the Castle of Burgos in northern Spain was almost an
afterthought, a desire not to leave an unreduced fortress in his rear. But Burgos was garrisoned
by stubborn French troops led by a clever commandant, and what was meant to be a lightning
siege turned into an extended battle of wills, as French armies gathered in alarming
numbers...Divall's narrative is nicely constructed from an interesting mixture of primary and
secondary sources that provide both an overview and a strong flavor of the campaign. The text
is enhanced by a handful of maps and a nice selection of illustrations, along with some
interesting appendices."Wellington's Worst Scrape" is a very worthwhile read, even for the
experienced student of the Peninsular War. The author has a sure grasp of her material. This
reviewer's only regret is that the author is perhaps a little too willing to let the story tell itself; she
never quite comes to grips with Wellington's strategic dilemma after Salamanca or why he
overreached at Burgos.  "Wellington's Worst Scrape" is very highly recommended.”

Ian D. Bell, “An excellent contribution to understanding Wellington's 1812 campaign and the
allied loss of Madrid. A very readable book about one of Wellington's least known campaigns. It
starts with Wellington's capture of Madrid and then the advance to Burgos. The siege is covered
fairly quickly: it progressed badly with inadequate resources and very agressive French
resistance and is abondoned. As the French armies finally concentrated Wellington retreats with
the loss of Madrid and considerable damage to his army and his reputation.”

spyder_man, “Superb narrative hindered by incomplete maps.. Having soundly defeated the
Army of Portugal under Marmont at Salamanca, there were no further large-scale battles in the
remainder of 1812 in the Peninsular. Napoleon had plundered his armies in Spain for men to
fight in Russia. Subsequent to Wellington’s Anglo-Portuguese army advancing on Madrid, King
Joseph abandoned his capital and withdrew his Army of the Centre towards the east. At the
same time he ordered Soult and his Army of the South, to raise the siege of Cadiz and join him
east of Madrid for an attack on Wellington. He also sent similar orders to Clausel (commanding
the remains of Marmont’s forces) who had been falling back on his supply lines and Santander
in the north. Wellington dispatched Hill to block expected forces coming up from the south under
Soult although I don’t think he was expecting Soult to bring his entire army. However, Soult’s



problem was that he could not split his army and leave sufficient forces behind to check the large
but inefficient Spanish army under Ballesteros. Wellington, having occupied Madrid decided he
needed to take the supply depot located in the town of Burgos. This would then have left all of
northern Spain open to him. He advanced on Burgos but in typical army fashion commenced the
siege with all the wrong resources and ended up wasting time and men to no avail. He ordered
Ballesteros to advance his army on Soult’s flank, and to join him west of Madrid. With other allied
forces joined together, they would have numerical superiority over Joseph’s combined forces,
and driven them out of Spain. Ballesteros in typical Spanish style dallied over Wellington’s
instructions, for which he was eventually sacked. However, this resulted in Wellington being
inferior in numbers to Joseph so forcing him to raise the siege and withdraw his forces back into
the relative safety of Portugal. So summarising the latter part of 1812: we have the 3 French
armies withdrawing, then combining and ultimately advancing on the allies based around the
river Douro. We have the allies splitting into three, sallying forth and ultimately withdrawing and
recombining to defensive positions around Salamanca. No major battles, just major
manoeuvring and a major chase!Having read this book twice let me first congratulate Carole
Divall and say how brave she has been in taking on this enormous logistical puzzle and bringing
it to our attention. There is good reason imho why no one has addressed in such detail this
particular campaign, because it requires significant organisation to keep the actions of the 5 or 6
forces involved with it all, from being muddled together and at the same time maintaining the
interest of the reader. The author successfully breaks down and lays out all the action for each
of the separate forces and ensuing skirmishes. The book is laid out in a narrative style and the
text is filled with an abundance of quotations from various contemporary sources be they supply
officers, medical men, siege engineers, ordinary soldiers and all manner of individuals on both
sides of the conflict. One issue which has been raised by others, is the usefulness of the many
maps included in the book. Given that this book is about the complex issue of manoeuvring,
interception and evasion, the key to the enjoyment for me rests with the maps. As I and others
have said before, if it’s in the text, it should be on the map. I nearly threw the book aside after the
first few chapters for want of a decent map. The reason being, that the book descended into just
being a list of names and places. Ms Divall has said elsewhere that she has traversed the
various routes herself many times: well she didn’t do that without a map so we the reader are
surely entitled to similar resources. The second time I read the book, I annotated the many maps
with the locations of a number of un-marked towns. With the amended maps, the whole book
comes alive with the thrill of the chase. There is no substitute for the largely useless map
covering the siege of Burgos however. I will also add, that the use of near contemporary maps is
all very well if used as an example, but at the end of the day, they are there to convey information
and to aid understanding.The last chapter is a very interesting analysis of the casualties
experienced by the British army and even how these can become clouded in the fog of war.
There are appendices covering the resources available to the engineers for the siege and also
several lists of Wellington’s detailed instructions regarding the execution of various aspects of



the campaign. There are 3 pages of primary and secondary sources and a comprehensive
index. The book has ~247 pages.As already said, the quality and quantity of information Ms
Duvall has packed into this book is outstanding. Apart from filling in a significant hole in my
bookshelf of Peninsular campaign volumes, I’m sure that gamers would find it a useful source of
information and who knows, maybe they could re-write history by changing Ballesteros’s dilly
dallying or bringing a siege-train down on Burgos (Wellington had one to hand) or even getting
Wellington to stand again at Salamanca!Ms Duvall clearly has a passion for delving into dusty
shelves and sources and for seeking out interesting and original sources. Her second passion is
in organising and presenting these facts in a logical manner which held my interest (at least for
the second reading) until the end. The narrative is worth 5* but with those maps: 4*.Buy it,
persevere, enjoy it!”

Dibble, “Great Tome!. The retreat from Burgos has been rather neglected by modern authors
and reliance has been mainly on the pens of the questionable Napier, and the much better
Fortescue and Oman. It is understandable though, as the place-names and confusion of the
retreat makes its fluid telling in detail very difficult.Carole has done a good 'written' job of a hard
subject but it also must be said that the lack if detailed maps is a great shame. Mind you! It also
irks me that the illustrations included in all her books are in black and white! :( Surely it would
enhance the tomes if they were in colour.”

Joe Salter, “Good but heavy going. I find military history (which admittedly isn't my favourite
genre) can be either very heavy going and dry or very fast paced and action packed. This one
was closer to the dry side but still readable. It was, however, very informative.”

John in Wellington, “Wellingtons Worst Scrape. Delivered earlier than advisory date, packaging
very good.Up to usual Pen & Sword standard for a book”

Anita carter, “he enjoyed it!. For my husband, he enjoyed it!”

The book by Carole Divall has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 14 people have provided feedback.
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